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Public Art Commission

lnternational Competition

North Warwickshire Millennium Waterways
Project aims to create two pieces of perma
nent Public Art. Commissions for two artists
are offered and proposal are invited from
those working in both traditional and contemporary materials.

Performance Works in Vancouver Canada
are seeking visual artists for a competition
for and exhibition from 1 September 2000 6 October 2000. Prizes totalling 550,000 is

Contact Steve Harris: Face to Face Arts.

http ://www. artists.ca

Review

John Moores
The Curators Revenge

Tel= O1827 715945

New Art Gallery
Rugby

Page 4

available.

Download the

prospectus

on

or send SAE including international
reply coupon to: The Federation of
Ganadian Artists, 1241 Cartwright

Exhibition Opportunity

Street, Vancouver, BC, Canada V6H 4 87
Art News
Arts and Heritage week

Page 5

Bilston Craft Centre looking for artists espe-

cially craft for exhibition on theme of

MallGalleries

Weddings for a show in April.

Page6lT

Leamington Spa Open
Reviews by David
Phillips & Steven Blake

Page 8

LSA Membership

Page 9

Leamington Spa Open
Steven Blake

Send slides or photos of relevant work Call for entries for :
and cv to : Angel Corbyn, Bilston Craft
Gallery, Wolverhampton WVl4 7LU by Pastel Society Centenary Exhibition
Receiving days:21122 January 2000
the end of December

Royal Institute

of Painters in

water

Colours
Receiving days: 1 1/1 2 February 2000

Reviews
Margeret Godwin
Mary Riley

Page 10

Page 11

Reviews

Jean Pierre Kunzler
Linda Henry
Sheila Millward

Page 12

Review
Barry Burman
Heart of England Biennial

Page 13

The SciArt Consortium ( Wellcome Trust,
Arts Council, The british Council, Calouste Royal Society of Portrait Painters
Gulbenkian foundation and the Scottish Receiving days: 1 10/1 1 March 2000
Arts Council) are seeking applications from
artists and scientists who are working to For details and entry forms send large
enhance the understanding of science and SAE to: Federation of British Artists 17
Carlton House Terrace, London SWlY
art for awards up to €50,000.
5BD
Deadline 10 January 2000
Contact: The Wellcome Trust
Tel:020 7611 8538
New Photo and Lens Based
Media Gallery

Review
Zoe Jelley

Back Page

Editors Note &

Sponsors Page

info?data
Agency for Visual Artists
Junction Agency is new west Midlands Arts
revenue funded non profit making organisation providing training, advice, networking and information through events, mentoring, surgeries and a development of a
resource facility.

Contact for membership details: Unit 10
Old Union Mill, 17 - 23 Grovesnor Street
West, Ladywood, Birmingham.
Hoar Park Craft Village
Between Coleshill and Ansley Nr Nuneaton
have workplace and display space avail-

able for Craft people. They have 14 craft
spaces in a 17th Gentury converted Farm
Buildings.

For further details Tel: 01203 394433

West Midlands Arts Surgeries

Photography, Lens Based Media and New
media submissions required for new galiery

The following artform surgeries are held in lslington.
every six weeks at west Midlands Arts.
They offer a range of advice for those Deadline:Ongoing
applying for funding or professional development.

Send A4 SAE from : A Chappel, Linton

To book a place Tel: 0121 631 3121

lslington, London Nl 7DU

Decima Gallery,

33 Linton

Street,

Tef:0171 7750246

Photography
20 January Contact Paul Burns

Artists working with Sound

A northern based musician and artist is

Becks Futures
Student Prize
Film and Video

seeking to gather artists for a database in
which further contact can be made inclusion into a new self published sound art

Open to all Fine Art Students in their 2nd magazine.
Year, 3rd Year and MA Stude nts working in
Film And Video in UK's colleges, this pres- Deadline: Ongoing
tigious prize is being offered by Becks and
Send info on type
the lnstitute of Contemporary Arts.

of work to: Phillip
Waterworth, 40 Thomas Street, Hindley
Green, Wigan WN2 4SS

Deadline 14 February 2000

Tel:01942 513238

Send SAE

to: Becks Futures

Student

Prize, ICA Exhibitions, 12 Carlton House
Terrace, London SWlY sAH.

On

On

On

The Southtown Gallery
GAIA
Leamington Spa

Century of Change
4 December 1 999 - 26 March 2000

7 Regent Place
01926 33880s

Andrew Burton - Sculptures
22 January 2000 - 19 March 2000

Millennium Exhibition

Herbert Art Gallery

Leamington Studio Artists

Tea Room Displays

4 December 1999 - 4 January 2000

The Gallery
Stratford Leisure & Visitor Centre
Stratford upon Avon
Tel 01789 414412

Selected Textiles from UK
20 November 1999- 2 January 2000

Coventry
Birds and the Millennium
8 December 1999 - 11 January 2000

lkon Gallery
Birmingham
Tel 12'1 248O7Og

The Big One

History and memory in the Art of
Gordon Bennett

13 January 2000 - 9 February 2000

until 23 January 2000

Royal Pump Rooms
Leamington Spa

City Gallery

Mick Rafferty
28 November- 18 December

On

New Weaves

Tel: 01203832381

The Loft Theatre
Leamington Spa

On

Catherine Bates
1

2 January - 22 January 2OQ0

Donald Thompson
16 February - 25 February

All exhibitions will take place in the
Temporary Exhibitions Gallery in the Pump

Geoff Underwood
Z?March - 1 April

Rooms.
Exhibition programme supported by WMA.

Sheila Millward

Simon Lewty:
'Towards Drawing'

26April-6May

Leicester
Tel 01 16 254 0595

Eleventh Annual Open
until 8 January 2000

Wolverhampton Museum
and Art Gallery
Wolverhampton

11 December 199 - 23 January 2000

Tel 01 9O2 552055

Alison Marchant

Painfully Honest

Photographic installation on former use of
Pump Rooms
29 January - 19 March 2000

until 8 January 2000

Library Gallery
University of Wanrick

Walter Ritchie
'Ones Mans Work'

Tel 01 15 915 2869

Richard Sadler
25 November - 10 December

( working title )
25 March/1st April - 14/21 May 2000
please check with gallery

Sublime: The Darkness and
The Light

James Seow
31 May - 10 June

BillJackson & Ray Spence
5 July - 15 July

BillJackson
10 January - 28 January

John lnglis
31 January - 18 february
Phillip Goddard
21 February - 17 March
Wanrickshire College
School of Art and Design
Warwick New Road
Foyer Gallery

Waruvickshire Museum
Market Place
Warwick

Warwickshire lmages

BillJackson
Februaryl -February11
Herbert Art Gallery

Coventry
Century of Art

Nottingham

works from the Arts Council Collection
until 8 January 2000

Nottingham Castle Museum
and Art Gallery
Nottingham
Tel 01 1 5 915 3700

Cox's Yard Art Gallery
Bridgefoot

Diary of a Victorian Dandy

Stratford upon Avon
01789 404 600

James Vinciquerra

Life Size Photographs
23 December 1999 - 2 April 2000
Yard Gallery
Nottingham

12 November - 31 December 1999

Tel 01 15 915 3900

Art at Glebe House
23 Beauchamp Hill
Leamington Spa

Butterfly Season
David Measures

4December 1999 - 23 January 2000

Fear of Flying
Pete McCarthy
11 December 1999- 5 January 2000

Banbury Museum Gallery

please contact Julie Wright
01926 430154

Great Wall ol China
Simon Biggs
until 14 January 2000

Tel: 01 203 832381

6 November 1999 - 2 April 2000

Angel Row Gallery

3 December 1999- 15 January 2000

Staff Exhibition
13 December - 21 January 2000

PaulHill

Banbury

Te|01159153900

Lottery Laughter
27 November 1999 - 16 January 2000
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their off-spring's first clumsy steps, curators seem only too willing to share in the

The John Moores and the
Curator's Revenge

common joy.

The Regional Arts Associations, Local
Councils and gallery directors might be

feeling justifiably satisfied with the

improvements they have made for showing contemporary art in their different
necks of the woods. The Lottery has of
course provided a substantial portion of
the funds, but lottery money has to be bid
for with a viable proposition, a credible

business plan and, most difficult of all,
promise of matching funding.
Unfortunately this improvement in the
look and feel of these centres has not
been matched by a corresPonding
improvement in the quality of art on

the

show. The work will as often as not
betray its own marginality by one tell-tale
sign or another. lt might for instance be
unsuitable for the walls or uncomfortable
on the floor and might occupy guerrillastyle some previously neglected part of
the set-up, the sky-light perhaps. Should
we be doing the charitable thing by allowing this mis-match to be seen as a reflection of the paucity of work available right
now or should we not perhaps be asking
some searching questions about why the
shows themselves never seem to measure up to the venues in terms of significance and interest?
The judgement of the curatorial team has
to be part of the equation. Curating a
show of contemporary art has never
been easy. Nobody can agree on the
quality or relevance of particular modes
of practice nor on where the best examples of this practice might be found. So

one team of assistants might rush off,
say, to Berlin only to bump into a rival
team at the airport rushing off in entirely
the opposite direction. Scouts have to be
ahead of the game if they are to sPot
where the talent is coming from. This is
as true of art as it is of sport. The smart
thing is to get there while the price tag is

still fairly reasonable otherwise the
expense of the transler market is the only
other recourse. Unfortunately too many
galleries are sucked into the bidding war
for established talent in order to lill their
schedules. The trade in travelling shows
dominates - swapping minor celebrities
creates a fame circuit that the unknown
artist has little chance of breaking into. ln

subscribing to this circuit curators are
helping to deline the pool of talent by a
process of omission. This is anything but
a new phenomenon. These circuits used

to be occupied by the likes of
Goldsworthy

and

AndY

Richard Long, the

Chris Bonningtons of the art-world,
wholesome, rugged and in tune with
nature, who would pop up all over the
place with boring regularity. The newPage2

comers who have taken their place seem to
have garnered their concept of the forces of
nature f rom elsewhere - a phalanx of flickering screens perhaps. ln the hands of these
contemporary aesthetes art seems to have
got lighter, flimsier, virtual even. Although

Goldsworthy's ephemeral structures
seemed in danger of being blown away by
the neld passing breeze, the rawness ol the
landscape surrounding them would always

compensate

for their lack of

After years of enduring the boredom of
doing nothing more exciting than deciding
what height to hang the work at, curators
have found themselves a source of endless fun. At last they can use words like
pro-active without feeling foolish and can

see their hitherto austere spaces transformed miraculously into fairy grottoes of
the mind. Don't get me wrong. Some instal-

lation work can be very good. Bill Viola and
Bruce Nauman in the States, Cornelia
Parker and Richard Wilson in this Country
have been consistently good, but Parker
an impressive show of strength. Such toil and Wilson in particular seem almost
and labour has definitely gone out of fash- sculptural in comparison with more recent
ion. lt seems amazing now that conceptual offerings. Tracy Emin's tent for instance
art should ever have weighed so much. has presence but this is not by virtue of its
Contemporary practice displays a lighter formal characteristics but more as a direct
touch, more a matter of browsing and bor- consequence of its fame and her notoriety.
rowing than a process of heaving and hauF As I peered into its interior at last year's
ing. Reinhardt's useful definition of sculpture 'Sensation' show, hoping to be impressed
as the thing you stub your toe against at a and/or moved by the experience, I got that
private view is beginning to have less value. sinking feeling that comes over you when
Rachel Whiteread's casts are ponderous you know you are out of step with received
enough, but the impact you feel when you wisdom. Oddly enough Judy Chicago's dincome up against her work has to be under- ner party came to mind as I took in the
stood as ironic. lt is after all no more than a embroidered list of names, but the comparrepresentation of empty air that's halting ison was not a flattering one. Perhaps I
your progress across the room and making was being naiVe in expecting something
you spill your wine.
along the same lines as that punchy, visceral, lovingly dedicated assemblage. One
Goldsworthy and Long were of course point- thing for sure about Emin's tent is that love
ing the way towards a type of studied has not got much to do with it. lt has to be
detachment that has now come into vogue. admitted that there is a satisfying irony

weight.
Evidence of serious exercise was very much
to the fore in Long's productions. Wayward
landscape elements were forced into line by

Their success depended on their ability to

about the spoiling tactics she employs in
select. Their acts of fabrication did not this respect, but does the image itself have
require skills that might be specilic to the to be so hopelessly inadequate? But at
practice of sculpture. They were too way- least one can remember it. lt sticks in the
ward for this. They simply borrowed from the mind, whereas the rest of her work blurs
modernist aesthetic. What seems remark- into insignilicance in a welter of 'Brookside'
able now about the modernist insistence on

the autonomy of practice is that it too was
able to dispense with traditional skills and
yet stay on track. We really have to go back
a long way before we can find an art movement that was dependant on a professional
monopoly of its own skill-based processes.
Even such heavy-weights as Serra and Judd

employed manufacturers to do the difficult
stuff for them. But at least they recognised
their limitations. There is none of that now. A

second age of the amateur seems to be
upon us. Artists will now employ any combination of strategies for garnering material
and any set of methodologies for converting
it into art. Concepts too will owe more to an
amateur's enthusiasm for the subtleties of

philosophy, sociology, linguistics etc. than
anything that might be dependant on the historical imperatives of the practices of art
itself. lf camera-work for instance is used in

histrionics and spectacularly bad spelling.
Her most enduring talent seems to be her
ability to say fuck on TV.
ls the promotion of artists such as this simply a matter of curators doing their duty
and reflecting the tenor of the times or are

they taking the line of least resistance? ln
Liverpool at least the answer seems to be
the latter, but this is more by accident than
design. The twenty-first John Moores exhi-

bition turns out to be the only bit of the
Liverpool lnternational Art Biennial that
anyone seems able to find. The reviews in
both the Observer and the Sunday Times
went on at length about the absence of
guidance. Laura Cummings complains that
the official map is about as helpful as the
one in Treasure lsland. Nevertheless she
perseveres only to conclude that the work
has "tall the worst aspects of seventies art,

work of the wandering and myopic eye.

abusive, shrieking, interminable videos
and empty picture frames." Waldemar

Current practice seems happy to celebrate
its own ineptitude, and like parents admiring

Januszczak is slightly more charitable in
the Sunday Times but only to a couple of

a piece, it will as often as not be the camera-

vtews
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exhibits in the New Contemporaries rather

than TRACE, the main show. This

he

describes as "a notably heavy stretch of
international misery, featuring work from 61
different depressives arriving in Liverpool
f rom no fewer than 24 dillerent countries."
ln spite of this damning evaluation of the
main event he still manages to find comlort
in the unofficial exhibition TRACEY where
he, like Cummings, was directed to a set of
photograph's of the Baader-Meinhof gang
and a video cartoon in the style of a Punch
and Judy show!

Even if they had wanted to, the John
Moores' jury would not have been allowed
to include such work. The John Moores has
kept the same rules since its inception in
1957, i.e. paintings only, with nothing protruding more than six inches from the wall a definition that might have satisfied even

Greenburg's stringent requirements.
Painting has come in and out of favour several times during the exhibition's long histo-

ry but the fluctuations in its fortunes have
been ignored by the exhibition's trustees.
This policy has been the source of displeasure amongst critics for some time, and the
opportunity was not missed on this occa-

sion either. Januszczak dismisses the
whole enterprise as irrelevant. He claims
absurdly that there aren't enough painters
around to furnish the selectors with a
decent choice, and that the real talent has
gone elsewhere and taken their video cameras with them.

to this
year's show, well up on recent submissions
according to the organisers. Not all of these
entries will have been worthy of attention,
but inevitably some very good work will
have been turned down just as some poor

There were in fact 2100 entries

work was nodded through. Januszczak's
perception of a mass exodus from painting

vrews

vrews

dents. Educators are only too aware of the
fashionable pull of media-based practice,
and some courses have tailored their curricula accordingly but this has made little difference to their popularity or esteem.
Goldsmiths is the exception and indeed the
magnet for students of talent who prefer
informal practice, but student's of talent exist
and flourish elsewhere in the system.
Dedication to the practice of painting is often

followed with vocational fervour by bright
and inventive students (even at Goldsmiths)
who realise that they are in for the long haul.
Declarations about the death of painting are
irrelevant in such circumstances.

vtews

step with the panel's selection of the prizewinners from the paintings that had made it
through, as I no doubt would have been for
the ones that didn't make it. The panel itself
was strangely constituted. Richard Cork's
born-again enthusiasm for painting sits
uncomfortably with his erstwhile avowal of
all things popular when he asked the ques-

tion "Art for Whom?" in the 1970's. There
was also irony in the presence of Liz
McGregor on the panel. Above all others
she was consistent in holding the opposite
tack during her time at the lkon by her reluctance to consider work that might require
nothing more complicated for its installation

a couple of
rawlplugs. The inclusion of the third mem-

than two mirror plates and
Richard Cork wryly points out in his catalogue essay that painting was first declared

dead by Delaroche

in the mid-nineteenth

century when photography first hit the scene.

There have been several subsequent reburials up to this current famine ol opportunity that threatens once again to condemn
the activity to oblivion. The John Moores
therefore scoops the pool for the regional
exposure of such artists as Tim Allen, Glenn

Brown, Keith Coventry, lan Davenport,
Jeffrey Dennis, Arturo di Stephano, Stephen
Farthing, Jason Martin, John Virtue and
many other less familiar names whose work
deserves to be brought to our attention. ln
fairness each of the artists named above has
shown at least once in a regional centre but

their CV's are otherwise dominated

by

London and foreign exposure. Why should
this be? Professionals and public alike would
find a great deal to enjoy in a more substantial showing of the work of at least a dozen of
the 100 exhibitors. Yet not a single exhibitor
has had a solo show in the Midlands and
only six have been included in group shows,
two of which were lkon Touring and one a
self-help affair at the Custard Factory.
I

would list the following artists as being wor-

is based on his role as a critic and therefore
a consumer rather than a producer of art.
Were he involved as an organiser or educa-

thy of attention, Michael Raedecker for his
originality and wit, (in spite of what I say

tor he might not so readily have made the
assertion that installation, photography and
video are the preferred media of contemporary art. They are the preferred media of the
curators of contemporary art. There is plenty of evidence that artists' interests might be
cerceived as being quite different from this
rf curatorial pressure were not creating a
regative climate for discipline-based prac: ce. The distribution of specialisms, for

Brooks

fstance, amongst art students in this
Country and the States continues to show
:^at when faced with a choice between
! ceo, photography, installation, perfor-ance or painting, the majority vote with
:err feet and choose painting. A similar
3vrsion of practice is also reflected in the
-esoonse to submissions for open exhibi: ors in which there are no restrictions on
-edia. Artists tend to stay with the disci: ^e that they were involved with as stu-

vrews

below about his prize-winning painting,) Alan

for the ingenuity of his

painting

methodology, Gang Chen for his sense of
humour, Christopher Cook for his inventive
visual language, lan Davenport for daring
and control, Kaye Donachie for her vision

and sensibility, Stephen Farthing for the
ambition of his elaborate themes, Jason
Martin for the impact and elegance of his
process, George Shaw for the unyielding
intensity of his imagery, Glenn Brown for wry

humour and technical wizardry, Keith
Coventry with anything other than the painting shown here, Blaise Drummond for his
category shifts, Mark Goodwin for exuberance, Alexis Harding for her deliberate mistakes and Claude Heath for his, Kathryn

Hobden for her glancing

references,

Masakatsu Kondo for his cool and calculated
gaze and Martin McGinn for sheer cunning.

ber of the panel, Germaine Greer, is

an

example of the one-way traffic in arts evaluation that allows a literary expert to influence the outcome of a substantial painting
prize. There is no question about Germaine
Greer's distinction in her own field and her
talents as a polemicist, but why bring her in
as an expert on painting? When have you
ever heard of an artist or art critic judging a
literary award? lt's an instance of the ten-

dency that Thomas Crow identifies

in

Modern Art in the Common Culture (1996)
when he says that "...art journals will solicit
the opinions of literary critics*for the pre-

tended novelty

of

hearing serious ideas

introduced into their sleepy field." He goes
on to say that this would be fine if the gesture were ever reciprocated, but of course it
is not.

Was it therefore the influence of the two
artists on the panel that brought about a
selection that adds up to a remarkably good

show, because there are some very fine
examples of how to paint and what to paint
and why to paint at the end of the second
Millennium. There are also of course some
prime examples of how and why not to do it.
The work is selected blind, i.e. the names of

artists are not revealed to the panel. This
gives them an opportunity to both parade
their knowledge and show their ignorance
all at the same time. No marks for identifying lan Davenport, Jason Martin and Glenn
Brown, represented by familiar and very
good paintings, but whose keen eye was it
that spotted Keith Coventry? OK, the painting's white but it is othenivise no more distinguished than a foundation student's first
attempts at a signs and symbols exercise.
The exposition of the painting's meaning
also comes very close to winning first prize
for its 'pseud's corner' catalogue entry.
Nor will anyone persuade me that the prizewinning painting is one of Michael
Raedecker's best. Richard Cork in his catalogue essay tries to give us an apologia for
this work. ln unconvincing prose that seems
to betray its own lack ol conviction he tells
continued on page 13

Not for the first time I found myself out of
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News

Photography supplied and reproduced with permission from Kate Brindley

New Art Gallery for the Millennium

Rugby

Warwickshire is experiencing a galleries from a locally based furniture Rugby's Mayor. There will also be an
Renaissance in the visual arts: The maker. The new art gallery will be home to opportunity for visitors to vote for their
Gallery in Stratford-upon-Avon, the opening

the

refurbished Royal Pump Rooms in
Leamington Spa and just around the corner
new Art Gallery for Rugby.
of

The purpose built Rugby Art Gallery,
Museum and Library due to open in Spring
2000 is already a landmark in the town centre. The brick and glass building is distinctive and contemporary, with its sweeping

the nationally known Rugby Collection of favourite work on display during the exhiModern Art when it returns from the bition. From late Summer 2000 there will
University of Warwick, where it has been be a rolling programme of touring and
housed and displayed since the 1980s. The curated exhibitions of national and
Collection will be stored and displayed on regional visual art and craft, the details of
site in purpose built, state-of-the-art stores which will be announced later in the
and galleries. Planning is well underway for pear. Participation and involvement will
the inaugural exhibition of the Rugby be key at the new art gallery and museCollection of Modern Art. The return of the um. A programme of events, including

Rugby Collection to its hometown is some- workshops and talks will be planned for
lt's thing to be celebrated and this is just what the new building and there will be proviWarwickshire's answer to the Tate St lves will happen with the opening exhibition sion lor lamilies and school visits. The
but without the sea view! The five million "REUNION'. Approximately half of the art gallery and museum has a meeting
pound complex will provide a vastly Collection will be on display for the first time room that will be used for talks and workimproved and better equipped public library in the town. The Collection contains work by shops and will also be available to hire to
for the town, with over 407o more floor- well-known British Artists such as Stanley Local groups. lt's certainly something for
space, plus a cafe, shop, and for the lirst Spencer, L.S Lowry and Lucien Freud, which Warwickshire and the region to be excittime Rugby will have its very own town Art have been collected by the Council since ed about in the new Millennium.
Gallery and Museum. Located on the first 1946. Celebrities, who have links with the
and second floors of the building will be 750 town, have been asked to select their Kate Brindley, Arts and Exhibitions
square meters of gallery space which will favourite work of art from the Collection, Officer, Rugby Council. Further inforhouse the archaeology and social history which will then go on display. Actor Tim mation obtainable on 01788 533707
collections and provide flexible, high quality Pigott-Smith, Athlete Katherine Merry, TV
display space for visual arts. Site-specific Presenter Peter Purves and Journalist
seating is being commissioned for the new Andrew Rawnsley are amongst those who
will be selecting a painting, alongside representatives lrom the business community and
Page 4

curves and shiny metallic

roof
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Neyys
to our vibrant culture and history.

County Arts Service
Arts and Heritage Week
May 27th-June 4th 2000
Arts and Heritage Week will draw together
art galleries and museums throughout
Warwickshire to celebrate our County's heritage and culture and promote access to the

arts and heritage by placing works in non
traditional spaces and running a series of
educational events and residencies to coincide with the event.
Through the week we hope to highlight the
vibrant cultural scene in Warwickshire by
focusing on the work of local artists and
exploring the links between arts and heritage.

lf

which we hope represents a good marketing
opportunity for your work. lt will also involve

artists in residencies and workshops within
educational, gallery and museum settings.
Call for local galleries and museums
throughout Warwickshire. There will be an
emphasis on work which explores the links Arts and Heritage Week will
draw together
between arts and heritage in the compli- art galleries and museums throughout
mentary programming.
Warwickshire to celebrate our County's
heritage and culture and promote access
We also hope that as well as being a plat- to the arts and heritage by placing works
in
form for your work it will increase networking non
traditional spaces and

amongst visual artists and crafts people

within the County and could lead to
formal/informal networks.

The week will offer everyone the opportunity to get involved both as viewers and as
participants in a range of related activities.
We particularly want to involve young people so there will be an emphasis on provid-

How to get involved

ing exciting activities during the week for

lf you would like to be included in the open
studio information the cost will be f30 per
artist t40 per joint open studio space to help
to cover the cost of the booklet and its dis-

them.

tribution. Please contact Claire Sapwell,

We hope that with the success of our first

form. The deadline for inclusion is Friday

Arts and Heritage Week it can be an annual event to highlight the work of individual
artists, promote partnership in the arts, heritage and education across the County and
to develop involvement with local business
and the voluntary sector.
Wanrvickshire County Arts Service is the
lead agency on the project with a responsibility for administering the week. Partners

January 21st 2000 There will be a meeting
for all artists involved on Wednesday 26th

County Arts Service on 01926 412492tor a

January tbc

lf you would like to show work but not 'open'
your studio ie: show at an alternative space

we are identifying local spaces such

as

of Atherstone Heritage, Association of
Midland Artists, North Warwickshire

shopfronts as potential exhibition spaces so
please contact Claire Sapwell on 01926
412492 to note your interest and to help us
matching artists with spaces. The fee will be
830 per artist to help to cover the cost of the
booklet and its distribution.
lf you are interested in potential residencies

Borough Council, Compton Verney, Rugby
Borough Council, Nuneaton Art Gallery &

or

Museum, Warwickshire College and
Leamington Art Gallery who are jointly

facilitating workshops please register
your interest with Glaire Sapwell on 01926
412492.

include Warwickshire Artists'

Team,
Gallery,
Stratford-upon-Avon, Face to Face, Friends

Stratford District Council, The

responsible for the planning of the Week.

We will produce a high quality booklet with

information

exhibits

on individual activities

to be

and

lf

you would like more information, queries

or

bright ideas! please contact Claire

Sapwell or Suzannah West anyone else e.g.
local contacts on (complete as applicable)

distributed throughout
Warwickshire to promote all events. There

Shops and smaller venues

will also be signage and posters to promote

lf

the event.

Callto Artists
Are you an artist or crafts person living or
working in Warwickshire? Next year will be
the first of what we hope will be an annual
Warwickshire Arts and Heritage Week. The
Week will provide artists with the opportunity of jointly marketing their work through a
booklet which promotes the event and individual activities and 'open studio' exhibits.
The booklet will be distributed throughout

the County. There will be a cost to be
:ncluded of t30 but ol course there will be
ro commission charged on your sales

you would like further information

please contact Suzannah West, County
Arts Service on 01926 412492

you would like to be a part of a county
wide Arts and Heritage Week which aims to
promote our local history and culture and
you have even a small space which could be
used for the
display of work by local artists and craftspeople Warwickshire County Arts Service
are interested in hearing from you. The
week takes place in summer half term May
27th-June 4th 2000 and will tie into workshops and educational activities in larger
venues. The event will be promoted through
a high quality booklet distributed throughout
the region and would provide a great opportunity for advertising your service as well as
being part of a project which will give profile

tying in and
running a series of educational events and
residencies to coincide with the event.
You may want to tie in your existing plans
with the week by profiling your planned
events in the brochure.
Through the week we hope to highlight the
vibrant cultural scene in Warwickshire by
focusing on the work of local artists and
exploring the links between arts and heritage.

The week will offer everyone the opportunity to get involved both as viewers and as
participants in a range of related activities.
We particularly want to involve young people so there will be an emphasis on providing exciting activities during the week
for them.
We hope that with the success of our first
Arts and Heritage Week it can be an annual event to highlight the work of individual
artists, promote partnership in the arts,
heritage and education across the County
and to develop involvement with local
business and the voluntary sector.
lf you are interested in getting involved the

lee for inclusion which will cover printing
and design costs of the brochure, poster
and signage and distribution will be 850

contact Claire Sapwell for a form.
Deadline for the return of forms 15th
January 2000. Further info Suzannah

West

Arts Service, Warwickshire
County Council, Department of
Libraries & Heritage, Barrack Street,

County

Wanrick. CV34 4TH
Tel:01926 412492 Fax:01926 418187
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Leamington Spa Open Exhibition October 28 December 5th
funded by the Eleanor Partridge Fund and West Midlands Arts.
Leamington Spa can consider itself at the
cutting edge of artistic endeavour. The new
gallery is superb and the pictures well hung
and well lit. lt reflects excellent curatorship
and promises well for the future. The duality
of the display units is remarkably high, being
both informative, intelligible and visually
pleasing. Nor has
the the gallery stopped at for it has utilised

the latest technology and provided talks
(and excellent they are, precise, economic
use of language with the focus on the arte-

fact or image by in-house staff) on video
about its artefacts, and hands on participation has also been incorporated in the order
of things.There are possibilities for children,
and workshops of various kinds for the gen-

eral public. Talks on art and films about
artists are thrown in for good measure. Such
enterprise would be difficult to fault. A great
deal of intelligence, application and aesthetic awareness is clearly visible

It is hoped, and one has little

doubt, that

WDC will continue to be enlightened enough
to ensure that the budget for running the
gallery and purchasing works will be generous. The gallery itself with all its know-how,
will be tapping into the various agencies,
some very new, that provide funding for new
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lt has an exciting f uture and
Leamington and environs should indeed be
proud of its achievement, providing the
greatest good for'the greatest number'.

works.

The Council appears to be enjoylng a most
imaginative and creative period in its history
with the art-gallery and library complex as a

signal for other equally exciting projects
such as the development of Jephson Park,
Old Town and Spencers Yard Cultural
Quarter among others. The latter is the project that LSA it involved with, together with

the Loft Theatre and a group known as
CAW as well, of course, the WDC. The
Council in its wisdom has granted LSA a
temporary two year lease on North Hall. We
now have fifteen or so artists with a Short
waiting list. Should you be interested in a
space could you contact Catherine bates on
01926 887699.
Now to the 'Open' which followed the Max
Ernst exhibition. That exhibition itself was a
remarkable idea, for it immediately threw up
the notion that the gallery was going to be

open to artists of significance. How better
than to embrace the world through connecting up with our twin in Europe, Bruhl. Ernst
was born there and we followed his varied

life through the photographs of creative

photographers. How exciting it all seemed
and the myth of the romantic artist reared
itsell.
The concept of openness which the gallery
would seem to have embraced was further
developed by inviting all artists in the area
to exhibit in the gallery. Clearly there would
have to be a selection process and Philip

Sutton RA, Neil Moore and

Alison

Plumridge worked hard to select thirty-two

exhibits from that submitted by of over
two-hundred and fifty artists. That figure in
itself is remarkable for it suggests that
there must be at least a thousand artists in
the vicinity, the odds being only a quarter
would get around to submitting. I have a
dream that they would all join LSA and we
would become a power in the land, able to

ask salaries

for

working artists, as in

Holland and elsewhere.
The exhibition itself hung together well, lor
hard though the decisions must have
been, the fact that it is not too crowded is
pleasing. One did not feel rushed and
could take in the work on display leisurely. The judges should be congratulated

accordingly. it might seem invidious to
mention some works rather than others
but that seems the nature of any comment
on a mixed exhibition. What might be ol
interest in future years il this becomes an

annual event would be to hold another

exhibition, somewhere near, along the
lines of the Salon des Refuses of 1863,

David

Phillips

and

where those works not selected could be
seen. The judges could be judged, not that
one doubts their decisions, for the exhibition has coherence, and one knows they
would welcome such an idea.
It was pleasing to note that so many LSA
artists had been selected and this is indicative of their professionalism and quality.
After all, what the public does not realise,
when they wander around an exhibition, is

the time and cost involved in creating a
work of art. The cost of the materials: the
cost of framing, the cost of glass, the cost of
paint, the cost of stone, marble or bronze,

the cost ol paper, the cost ol etching
plates,the cost of silk-screens, the cost ol
film, cameras, computers, the cost of
transport, this and so much more; the creative angst, the nervous energy, the struggle to get it right, to acquire the skill to fulfil
the vision, to apply the know-how of artistic
endeavour, to be prepared to expose one's
work to the world, to be rejected. lt takes
some doing and that is why artists need to
feel part of an artistic community that is
appreciative of all their efforts.
There were four prize winners and the
judges divided the total between the four of
them equally, which seemed an imaginative
and sensible thing to do. Steve Blake is
going to comment on the exhibition in detail.
I should like to make comment though, on
one work, Shelia Millward's "Belarus" which
was a painting of a monument to victims of
the 'Holocaust' set in a clearing of a forest
with tall trees. The mood evoked is one of
foreboding and reverence, one is haunted
by the moment, as if one might have came
across this memorial by accident, stumbling
through, unaware. To me the overpowering
touch which set the painting alight was the
vertical reddish streaks to the right where
the light filtered through the trees. lt was a
telling and searching reminder of the enor-

mity ol the crime in history, where blood

covered

humanity confronted us all in a
need for redemption and gave birth to a
world conscience: at last, to be seen shortly in the form of a new lnternational

Criminall Court of Justice, based in

t

the

Hague which will have jurisdiction over
genocide, war crimes and crimes against
humanity, where national legal systems

Steven

Blake

suspect not for Jackson's work (Bill's) "Cine immediacy and accessibility of the exhibiSpaces: Virtual Pool" is ultra cool, being a tion as a whole. The skill with which
product of digital media. The curvaceous Rogers has handled the medium is conpool has all the contradictions of impossibil- summate. There is an openness and deftity with its ice cool blue surface and its femi- ness about the painting which fills a nonnine desirability. Thrown in for good mea- painter like myself with envy. There is
sure is one ol Jackson's enigmatic apho- almost a cartoon effect in the use of backrisms that is clear evidence he would recog- ground colour - further enhancing the
nise Jackson's (William Alexander) work sense of fun this work emits - but this does
"Reflections ll Tate Gallery St lves" as a not in any way detract from the immense
sophisticated piece of painting, accom- skill at portraiture that Rogers here displished in the extreme within its own terms. plays. The three portraits are all consisIt is a satisfying- contrast that although the tently and superbly painted, well handled
name may be the same they inhabit different with a non-showy confidence. Rogers has
artistic worlds, one the future and one the aimed to tickle our good humour and has
past. But as we know art does not progress effortlessly hit the bulls eye. One enters
we can tolerate both worlds and enjoy the the exhibition space and finds one is smiltwo Jacksons!
ing almost immediately....and this smile
Dave Phillips 1999 never leaves one's lips. There is an enormous sense of fun and delight about some
A Review by Stephen Blake
of the other exhibits too - and why shouldn't art be fun? Both Christopher Davies'
A true revelation. Like most visitors to this "Vertigo" and Daniel Pellowe's "Eurekavery new exhibition space I found myself Car, Holy Cow Udder Pandemonium" are
inspired to feelings of delightful astonish- handled with a freshness and a dazzling
ment and surprise. This is a very exciting eye for humour and detail that make long
exhibition and a credit to all those involved. musing over these works very rewarding.
There is a real celebratory atmosphere to Daniel Pellowe's work - etching, screen
the whole thing and a very definite sense of print and Chine Colle - displays not only an
pride. And deservedly so. Much in evidence immense skill with these media but also a
is an exemplary degree of professionalism skill, likewise strong, in goading our
in the presentation of this exhibition, which humour. I only I had the skill to adequatemust be hugely gratifying to the artists ly describe this crazy pastiche of images:
whose work has been selected.
car, brick wall and elephantine udders.
Christopher Davies' "Vertigo" inspires
There is a great sense of polish and refine- exactly what the title suggests. The terror
ment about the room itself a lirst class of being up on the diving board, the naugallery in the making - which is sustained by seating dizziness and sensory distortion of
the incredibly high standard of the work vertigo as it strikes. This intelligent three
exhibited. On, occasion an exhibition com- piece painting delivers a sense of all
prised of such diverse parts as this can these symptoms effortlessly. The figure in
have a disjointed, often piecemeal, effect. the bottom left-hand corner, though probaNot so with the Leamington Open. The bly only on the high board of a municipal
judges - Neil Moore, Philip Sutton RA, and pool, seems ready to launch himself off
Alison Plumridge - were most carelul in their into the abyss of an enormous Olympic
selections, working towards the ideal of a sized pool to the power ten. One can
unified exhibition: an exhibition that is all-ot appreciate the tongue-in-cheek approach
a-piece and complete of itself. Their vision to what can only be described as a sense
was met - and most successfully. Despite of terror and high tension. The vivid
the disparate media and intentions of colours and simplification of shapes and
each selected artist, the exhibition works figures in the yawning chasm of the backwell together as a whole. There is a solidar- drop both fill the chasm with teeming activ-

ity of standard and displayability:

each

ity and make us aware of the immense

piece of work, while often contrasting with its
that knows no frontiers and can be under- neighbour, does not seek to detract from it
but rather informs the visitor of the differstood by all, immediately.
ences by way of celebration. ln this manner
To conclude on a lighter note one is remind- the exhibition works superbly as a cohesive
ed of a Salon exhibition in the 19th century, unit. lt is a real delight to see and that senwhen the established and revered avant- sation of delight has been deliberately progarde artist, Manet was told that a painter voked by the careful layout of the exhibition.
by the name of Monet was exhibiting rushed As soon as one enters the exhibition space
to see who this joker was thinking he was one is immediately drawn to the vivacious
playing on his name. Of course he realised triptych "Hair Loss" by Stephen Earl Rogers,
:hat it was no joke and that this artist Monet one of the four prize winners. During the
was for real. Did the same occur here course of the three portraits the subject is
rhere one notices that Bill Jackson (our gradually reduced in facial hair. One cannot
'evered editor) was confronted by a William fault the apt placement of this painting,
A exander Jackson, placed next to him. I almost symbolising as it does the very

drop beneath the diving board. The brush
work and application of colour trigger a

cannot act. Such

is the power of an image

sense

of distant activity that occurs in
of the high diver's plight.

ignorance

Humour and a terrific sense of fun are very
much the tough stones of terry websters
"Punk Croc" - an irreverent, highly original
sculpture: a three dimensional cartoon
punk crocodile complete with green mohican and bright red braces. lnstantly accessible and immediately appreciated by both
adult and child alike. The high sense of

continued on page 9
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Subscribe to LSA and receive artspace free. 910.00 per year or 85.00 for concessions
LSA is a pro-active organisation seeking to promote the Visual Arts in Leamington Spa and the surrounding area. We are a constituted association currently applying for charitable status. Our membership consists of both artists and supporters of the Visual Arts. LSA
does not patronise any particular style or form of Visual Art, but seeks to support any Visual Art of quality and merit. Our activities
include: representing the Visual Arts in the upcoming bid for Leamington's "Cultural Quartei', promoting Visual Arts exhibitions and
events for the public, establishing local studio and exhibition space, and producing a quarterly newsletter containing all the essential
local art news and information.

The Current Membership of LSA
David Phillips
Michael Takeo Magruder
Stephen Phillips
Phillis Davies
Dr. lsabelle Carre

Geoff Underwood
Hazel Shaw
Keith Anker
Lesley Daniels
Yvonne Boyle
Sheila Millward
David Troughton
Paul Crook
Neil Moore
Jane Moore
Dominica Vaughan
Gillian lrving
Janet lnglis
John lnglis
Rachel Hall
Lucy Bergonzi
Marvene Baxter
Malcolm Baxter
Peter Woof
David Jones
Barry Burman
Mark Bullock
Margaret Godwin
Val Evans
Jackie Knight
Kartik Bhatt
Linda Henry
John Myers
Brenda Talbot
Fran Donnelly
Colin Dick
Peter Scale
David R Matthews
Bill Jackson
Mark Tilley
David Lewis

Dr Catherine Bates
Miranda Matthews
James C.F. Seow
Liz Wright
Christina Sargeant
Sarah Huddlestone
Ghris Couch
Tim Richards
Josephine Saxton
Jane Wyld
Tony Prior

Julia Prior
Christiania Whitehead
Pat Carpenter
John Moore
James Plaskitt MP
Dr Richard Yeomans
Rebekah Sutton
Saskia Sutton
Nick Bond
Vivian Gallaher
Pat Noble
John-Pierre Kunzler
Mary Carmenta
Richard lnwood
Kathy Webster
Ray Spence
Sue Wilkins
Ruth Bennion
Phillip Sims
Zoe Jelley
Anne Stansfield
Phillip Goddard
Mo Finnison
Luise Ellis
Muriel Mason
County Arts Service
Kevin Parrish
Yvette Bartlett

Ann Power
Margeret Stapley

L$A Membership Form
I wish to become an Artist / Associate ( delete accordingly ) Member of LSA

Mick Rafferty
Pamela Korn
Donald Thompson
Janet Alty
Rosie Bastock

JillMurray
Sarah Plumb
Jan Hunt
Dr Jane Plumb
Alisha Miller
Sue Johnson
Mark Rafter
Hilary Buckland
Susanne Perry
Pete McCarthy
Julius Thurgood
Tracey Wells

Julie Wright
David Manuel
David Broadhead
Simon English
Wendy Freeman
Sue Jack
ValMitchell
Martin Garrett
David Pennylook
Shona Beard
Martin Beresford
Chris Browne
lan Phillips
Nina Gregory
Karen Ford
Christine O'Sullivan
David Ward
Helen Bone
Tracey Potts
Caius Dutton
Helena Godwin
Anthony Parsons
Joy Foy
Russell Sankey

Receipt ( Mem secretary use only
Name...........

Name.

male/female

Amounl

Address

Telephone....

Received.

e-mai1...........

Postcode......
I am enclosing an amount of f.....to cover my subscription (f10.00 / 85.00 Cons)

Please send to : Dominica Vaughan, Membership Secretary,
30 Plymouth Place, Leamington Spa CV31 1HN
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ten. But never completely. The truth represented by the monument can never be
wholly be hidden away. The monument
remains, stark, visible, undeniable, a

t

brooding reminder which will never permit
our forgetfulness. Millward's use of colour
and composition inspired a great sensa-

..,

tion of sobriety and humility in me.
Definitely a painting to be mused over

1,i',,

*,;

silently and slowly ingested.

ffi

The

winner of the Print Prize was Cillian

lrving for

her

fantastically energetic collo

graph print "The Gate to the Garden".
Unlike the sombre trees and wilds ol
Millward's painting, here we have nature
captured in its frenzied and exotically lush
forms. lrving's superb juxtaposition of

ohotography Bill Jackson

by kind permission of Alison Plumridge

craftsmanship in this acrylic paint and resin

creation is much in evidence. Webster's
attention to detail- the leopard printed Tshirt is wonderful- all add to the effect.
Juxtapositioned with these fun pieces are
works which are more serious in their general demeanour but are no less enjoyable.
Webster's "Punk Croc" acts as a perfect
foil to another sculpture selected for exhibition by the judges: Nadin Senft's "Seated
Pharaoh". A beautifully conceived and just
as beautifully realised bronze sculpture
that, to the eye, is both a symbolic throne
and a highly stylised pharaoh enthroned
rvithin the dimensions of the throne. The
charonic intimations are not overdone :here is a clean edged severity-a brooding
austerity- about the piece. A quiet but pow
erful solemnity built up by strong lines and
smooth plains. The angularity of the piece

s incredibly inviting despite its severity.
The sheer physicality and weightiness of
:he piece impinges upon one's eyesight
mmediately. No surprise that Senft's piece
,,vas

another of the four prize winners. Her

obvious professionalism is astounding.

Another astounding piece in the exhibition
s Robert Jones' " Twin Towers". A huge

clack and white canvass that, in its
employment black and white acrylic,
'natches Senft's piece for severity and a
sense of weight ....and yet at the same
: me there is an ethereal quality to Jones'

cainting. Two ghostly white towers thrust
tp what appears to be a rolling landscape
cf steam or misty powder. The effect is
spectacular and unnerving. The darkness
cf the higher portion of the canvas is easiy gothic but this is undercut by the electric
rminosity of the white towers, striping

lown like twin spinal X-rays. Did I say

erhereal? There is an almost extraterrestial

a:mosphere about this painting- the vivid
,',rite of the towers seems to pulse and the
-se of sweeping brush strokes in the

black background seem to be radiating this
electric energy outward to the very edges of
the canvas. Pleasantly, enticingly disturbing.

Likewise Dominica Vaughan's "Untitled". At

first sight, a primordial soup of

merging

colour, greens and reds and shades of darkness, all merged expertly together into a fas-

cinating

teldure of brush movement

and

undulating tone. Vaughan's use of colour

is

superb: another prize winner here. Out of this
incredible colour activity emerges the torso of
a woman, full and sensuous. lt slowly

colour- cool blues and greens- lend the
print a coolness which paradoxically lighlights the heated tropical movements of
the images - a tropical undertone: a rushing of hot undercurrents represented by
the jungle quality of the vegetation. Very
much the untamed and untameable wild
on our doorstep: nature being undenied
despite the best efforts of man to moderate and contain its purposes. it is impossible to review fully every single piece of
work in the exhibition and to make mere
passing comments would hardly do the
exhibitors

these

full justice. To think that

all

incredibly skilled artists live and
work locally is tremendously exciting.
Such a seam of talent needs to be mined
fully and unashamedly.

impinges upon one's visual sensibilities but
once it has made itself known one wonders
how one could have missed it before. The figure has an innately sensual reality- it is darkly sensuous- almost a primitive quality,but
no less alluring for that. A kind of earth mother evocation, an avatism. The face is, one
thinks, non-existent but gaze longer and a
skull (to my mind) begins to emerge...maybe
that is just my imagination but, for me, it adds
to the painting's power: death and life embodied in one form. Reminds me of the legend of
Lilith but that says more about my imagination
than Vaughan's. This is definitely one of my
favourite pieces in the exhibition.

Stephen Blake 1999

And there are so many others: sadly and with

great apology to those artists whose work I
haven't mentioned too many to discuss here.
It is hard to believe the exhibition consists of
merely thirty- two, pieces of work- the room
really does seem full of colour and movement

which way one turns one's head. The two
other prize winners are certainly must-sees.
David Phillips has already mc:Ttioned Shelia

Millward's "Belarus"99"

in his review -

a

brooding and extremely haunting piece; the
subject being a monument to victims of the
Holocaust. Millward easily evokes a feeling ol
cold austerity and a feeling of hushed exilethe monument standing amongst trees in a
forest apparently deserted - by other signs of
human life. Almost abandoned, almost forgot-

Prizewinner

Dominica Vaughan
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Margeret Godwin

The major thrust of this exhibition lies in

Paintings

the very large, well framed drawings.
These are part of a landscape tradition
that reaches back beyond the

Loft Theatre
6 September - 25 September

For works which dwell so insistently on the
importance of place Margeret Godwin's paintings find a uniquely fitting home in the exhibition space of the Loft Theatre. Not only does
the room's spaciousness make it pcissible to
stand a good way back from the paintings essential to appreciate their textural and
tonal depth - but, more significantly, the river
Leam, visible as it flows quietly past the theatre's first{loor windows, is the subject of a
good many of the paintings here, while water
is the theme of all of them. As Margaret
writes in her companion piece to the exhibition, she draws inspiration from observing

lmpressionists, beyond the peaceful and
tranquil concept of nature, beyond colour,
for black conte chalk is used on a white
ground. There is a perilous sense of all or
nothing, a challenge to our sensibilities.
How to make form of a transient aspect of
nature. This is a search for the sublime
seen in artists of a previous tradition that

Zoe Jelly

Cartwheel

perhaps found its origins in Leonardo's

Leamington Spa Studio Artists
Open Exhibition

storm ridden landscapes of the early 16th
century. The intention is to evoke a mood
that suggests that the elemental forces of

Foyer Gallery
Warwickshire College

nature are grand and heroic. Turner,

4 October - 22 October

among other artists, attempted the same.

An Open Exhibition of LSA was a show
worth visiting with a variety of works
landscape
texture
of
the
the colour and
"which almost becomes a meditation". She across a range of media to include phoreturns with a quiet obsession to locations tography. Just over twenty artists of the
which have a particular resonance for her - 130 that make up LSA are shown.
The Leam and its water meadows, Harbury,
the South Downs. Repeated revisiting of the
same places in different seasons and at different times of the day infuses into these
deceptively still works a dynamic of time.
Water - whether flowing, still, or tidal - is used
as the medium with which to express the
contradictions of time: time passing, time
captured. Some of the paintings specifically refer to particular seasons or events, the
conflicting verticals, horizontals and diagonals and the ominous shadow of "Before the
Flood", for example, reflecting the river's
ability to surprise everyone with a life of its

The exhibition was well hung and does justice to the growing appreciation on the part
of the College that many of its graduates:
could welljoin the Leamington Studio artis-

trasts of the morning light.

Leamington Open Exhibition at the new Art
Gallery in November will endorse this
understanding.
The next exhibition of LSA will be at the
Southtown Gallery, Gaia, Regent Place in
early December.

tic community when they leave or return
home. The works were modestly priced

with

a

pre-dominantly representational
aspect apparent in the imagery. These

include portrait heads, f igures,

land-

lndeed these drawings have a grandeur
and the mood established fills us with a
wonder, touched with concern. The pictorial depth achieved, creates a space but as
we enter metaphorically we are bombard-

ed with rain in the form of

relentless

strokes that render us vulnerable. These
are uncompromising landscapes that
makes us realise that life is not after all a
game but a serious business that can both

elevate and crush. Perhaps Bunyan's
Pilgrim went through such a landscape in
such conditions as part of his ordeal, but
not all would have lived to tell the tale.

scapes, crowd scenes, flowers dancers
Dave Phillips 1999

and other intriguing works.
this was a stunning exhibition with quality

work throughout and LSA should be
pleased with itself that it can mount so
own. ln 'Autumn at Harbury Lake - Early impressive a collection of works. lt shows
Morning' and 'Evening', the blue and orange without a doubt that the visual arts are
complementaries of each painting in turn flourishing in Leamington Spa and there is
complement each other, the more muted a strong and numerically large body of
"evening"', tones balancing the starker con- artists in our midst. The forthcoming

More than merely recording a place, the
paintings register a history of experienced
moods, giving a palimpsest of such moments
which the artist's technique itself powerfully
reinforces. Repeated observations of the

Dave Phillips 1999

landscape recorded in sketches, watercolour,

and photographs, are then worked up in the
studio through the building up ol layers which
allow form gradually to emerge from a chaos
of colour. Each painting thus becomes a distillation of many encounters, the more intense
for their multiplicity and variety. The land-

-

and particularly the water in it back
the painter's many acts of
reflects

scape

observation in a condensed moment of reciprocal looking which results in an arresting
absence, or at least reticence, of self.
Eavesdropping on this mutual encounter, the
viewer is, in turn, drawn into the mutual gaze
of observer and observed with a force that is
indeed worthy of the title "meditation".
Catherine Bates 1999

Mary Riley
Library Gallery
University of Warwick
October November

Not a person, nor an animal, nor a bird in
sight but a vast landscape of epic proportions with rain, beautiful rain concealing the

view. This image is of a specific place,
something the artist is responding to and
attempting to translate into form. Yet what
we see are the markings of rain and cloud,
sweeping across a vast panoramic land
mass. The pictorial depth is established but
we glimpse it rather than enter it for the

foreground treatment make
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Jean Pierre Kunzler
Paintings

Linda Henry
lnto Africa

Sheila Millward

Loft Theatre
Leamington Spa

Southtown Gallery

Helios Gallery
Kingsheath Birmingham

This exhibition consisted of heads and fig-

This small but intensely beautilul collection
of images of Africa reveals the versatility of
the artist, who offers her visions in several
ways. She is as authorative in presenting a

ures which startled one as if they were possessed. There was no attempt at compronise here, for the search was on for effect.
Eyes would be larger than usual, lips
caught in a smear, faces ravished by paint,
figures standing desolate in a conteldless

setting. These paintings had all the
strengths of naivety, all the confidence of
rules not learnt and therefore not broken, of

ionging for the definitive meaning. Yet in
spite of the expressionist urge some of the
work contained a certain romance. The por-

trait 'October with Rachel' is a drawing

which shows a young girl that looks directy at the viewer with an inscrutable look. lt
s thls ability to capture a mood, to present
.rs with the unexpected, to make us wonder, which is a strength. He has caught her

nnocence but mixed

it with a

mystery.

Another work called 'Mother' is a head and

shoulders with

a

simplicity

of

depiction

determined by drawing with paint. lt recalls
something of Modigliani and Kisling with an
economy of means.
It is a bold work but all of Kunzler's work is

arger than life, an exaggeration of the
1orm, a search for understanding of the
cuzzle that confronts him in visual terms.
Where does he go from here? Only the
artist knows but he must retain his confidence and optimism for the puzzles out
:here are never ending.
Dave Phillips 1999

portrait of an African female swathed in

vivid orange against pure azure, glamourous and stately and completely representational, as she is with tribal motifs of
masks, or in the lslamic tradition where the
life and mystery remains unexplained, in
non-iconic pattern. The most desirable of
these are created with tiny glass beads, an
invitingly furfuraceous marriage between
tiles and embroidery. The spirit of all this
work is a love of Africa. This is not the

Africa of war starvation, disease, mass
murder and ivory, but (in my view) an idealised place in which every inhabitant is
perfect and healthy, and where creativity is
practiced by all persons in all things, on an
infinite sunny afternoon. The work is sufficiently compelling to incur temporary belief
in this dream, much as one might believe
that during Dejeuner sur L'Herbe' there
would be no nettles or wasps.
Another portrait of a handsome youth in a
blue shirt demonstrates the artist's talent
for realism, and another small painting of
two tall robed figures hints at yet another
side of her imagination. This last is technically very Western, apparently slight but
filled with a mysterious atmosphere which
must have appeared at the exact moment
of the final brush-stroke. lt belongs both to
a dream of Africa and to a real world into
which we could enter. lt invites exploration
as well as admiration. All the work here,
whether brilliantly coloured and patterned
or observed with subtlety, attractively
demonstrates the artist's abiding passion
for her dark continent.
Josephine Saxton 1999

Paintings

Unlortunately there was insufficient room
in the last edition of Artspace to lnclude a
review of this exhibition. Yet it should not

pass unnoticed. Our last mention of
Millward's work was in lssue 3 of art space in July 1998 where she had an
extraordinary exhibition in the Holy
Trinity Church, Beauchamp Avenue,
Leamington Spa. That exhibition was
concerned with Terzin located 60 km
north of Prague, a so-called model ghetto that supplied Auschwitz with victims.
It consisted of works

that

reminded us of

lost lives and a reminder where extremism can take us. lt raised the question of
whether an artist can turn burnt bodies,
screams and putrefaction into art. She
did so by avoiding representations in the
conventional sense for the exhibition

consisted

of a series of fragments

association in a variety

of

ol

materials.

in this exhibition one senses that Millward

is attempting to explore new avenues.
Some of the exhibits had overtones of
the 'horror' which were moving but the
more enterprising aspect was the new
work of life drawings and nude studies.
These had been inspired by her recent
experiences of working at the Slade
School of Art, London. They had a boldness and refreshing identification with
wholeness, firm bodies in resolute poses
and the atmosphere of the studio and the
life room. The confidence of the drawings
and their solution were stimulating and
invigorating. lt seemed as if th artist had
opened a door to a new world of possibility, of hope, where light and tone
caressed flesh and the room was flooded
with poetic possibilities.
It will clearly be a problem lor the artist to
balance these two streams. One locked
in the past with allthe prolundity of history and the other opening up new ways of

representation with strong drawing, a

glimpse to the excitement of the future. lt
bring
together these two manifestations of her
art or to jettison one or the other, or work
in tandem on both. lt will be of interest to
see her next exhibition to see which way
she has developed. Good luck.

will be her creative struggle to

Dave Phillips 1999

Jean Pierre Kunzler

Prizewinner

Sheila Millward
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Burman at the Goldmark Gallery
The Pilgrims Progress
October 23 - November 18

Burman exhibits 52 images and four work- Similarly , many painters make use of the
ing drawings stimulated by Bunyans The same images, devices, references throughPilgrims Progress.They are small in scale, out their oeuvre. There comes a time, howgenerally N4 : N5, figurative; using a form ever, when some artists need to change the
of tempera painting. They are close toned game in order to move on. lt seems to me
that the desire for development is a motivatand tactile with an inherent luminosity.
ing factor in the choices made. These small
Commercial illustrators are often chosen by works demand a different attitude and techthe writer or the publisher because it is felt nique compared to larger works; they are as
that a particular illustrators work equates "ping-pong" is to lawn tennis, similar in strucwith the text.However, when a painter ture, but completely different in execution;
chooses to evolve images from a text that is although none the less demanding.
meaningful to them, it may be because the
narrative can force the imagination in direc- Burman has clearly understood the differtions that normal practice may not have con- ence and as with many fine small works the
sidered. The choice of narrative is therefore most successful imply a scale considerably
larger than the actual.
an important consideration.
Barry Burman is a fine painter and as in the
The Pilgrims Progress represents both a more explicitly engaged work ol his previous
physical journey and a passage through life. exhibition 'Loyalty to the Nightmare' lhe
It suggests that Burman himself was in the images were seemingly "freeze framed" as if
from a bizarre and disturbing film implying
process of a revaluation.
even more disturbing references before and
It is said that permutations on the game of after. The best of The Pilgrims Progress
snooker are infinite, as no two games are series evoke a similar continuum. lmages
exactly the same within the rectangle. that stand up in their own right, as paintings,

The Heart of England
Biennial Exhibition 1999
Herbert Art Gallery and Museum
Coventry

The quality of the Herbert Art Gallery's open
exhibition has improved considerably since

the days of the Coventry Open Artists
Exhibition. Prize incentives and wider
regional representation has attracted the
work of serious artists and the professionalism of most of the exhibiting artists in this
biennial is manifest. However, mixed exhibitions do present problems and I doubt if they
ultimately do justice to the artists concerned.

tion was governed by some hanging policy
that ensured that each work sat neld to something entirely unrelated to it. Some artists had
several works exhibited, but they were split up,

and scattered around the walls to cohabit
cheek by jowl with a motley array of neigh-

bours (the catalogue reflects this pick and mix
confusion). This was particularly the case with
the further gallery where works were piled
high. Why were the paintings of Douglas
Hatfield, Catherine Fielding and Elizabeth
My first impression at the private view was Marsh split up in this way? What was the point
quite favourable. I was intrigued by the plu- of separating Pegeen Taylor's breezy abstract
ralism and impressed with the integrity of landscapes. I felt an uncontrollable desire to
many of the works. Exhibitions like this pre- rearrange the whole exhibition into coherent
sent a platform for many good artists, who, clusters.
because they are not at'the cutting edge'
(l loath that expression), are generally While works in the first gallery were given
excluded from the gallery circuit. The'cutting space to breathe, the second was grossly
edge' is rarely as interesting or challenging overcrowded. There is no doubt that the larger
as critics would have us believe, and exhibi- works score best in exhibitions of this kind and
tions like this provide a revealing overview of this certainly goes for the prizewinners.
what is actually happening in the visual arts.
This is a very interesting exhibition, but, The virtuosity of Judith Hickling's Flotsam
knowing some of the artists involved - par- undoubtedly makes a very impressive image,
ticularly those with quieter voices - justice is but on second viewing I felt that there was less
not done to them.
to it than meets the eye. lt was a wonderful
performance (and perhaps that is the probThe problem is the mixed nature of the exhi- lem), but the symbolism is shallow and it did
bition and the lack of space. 'Mix' is probably not engage my attention for long. There was
the apposite word. lt seems as if the exhibi- also a sense of deja vu. Did she not exhibit
something similar in the last biennial?
Page rz
The winner of the second prize, Arthur

'Despair'

Barry

lrrespective of the narrative: as Sir Sidney
Nolan achieved with his'Ned Kelly'series.
Steve Phillips 1999

Lockwood, is another artist with stunning
technical ability. His subject matter is the

changing industrial scene which he
records with admirable precision and dex-

terity. While I would give my right arm to
be able to make perspective drawings like

I ultimately find his work too topographical. They are a brilliant record, a
splendid archive, but they lack feeling for
a subject which is full of drama and poetry. He comes across as a bit of a train
spotter on the industrial scene.
his,

The third prize was awarded to John
Devane for his Portrait of John Yeadon,
which is one of two huge portraits that
dominate the first gallery. The second is
his picture ol Adrian Spaak Looking at
Degas. These painterly works are handled with enormous confidence, breadth
and energy, and the characterisation of
his sitters (animal as well as human) is
strong. ln paintings of this size, he also
overcomes the complex problems of
space and how to fill it. Perhaps it was

to his aid in this
respect. Degas, as well as Adrian Spaak,
is the subject of the larger painting which
I preferred. These works are enormously
Degas who came

reassuring, demonstrating that strong
painting, and portraiture in particular, can
still pack a powerful punch.
Richard Yeomans 1999

-ontinued from page 3
-s that the work is good because it doesn't
'e y on paint. This curious application of
^verted snobbery seems to beg the ques: on as to why we should be expected to

see this as a good thing.

Would

Sembrandt's portraits have been more con
.,incing if he had taken up his needle and
:hread? lt also ignores the historical prece-

Jents set by Picasso, Braque, Dubuffet,
Tapies, Rauschenburg and Kiefer (and
nany others, even Ofili) for the incorpora: on of 'foreign' materials into the fabric of
:reir paint-work. ln all these cases howev:' there is a sense of antecedents being
'ent asunder as the means of expression

is

:hallenged and extended. 'Mirage' is a
:ame affair in comparison. A bit of polite
e.nbroidery decorates the surface and
sequins dot the otheruvise empty landscape. The image itself is oddly reminiscent
:f Kiefer's 'Mark Heath 1974' but the war-

:crn barrenness that we invariably find

in

designer desert with a clever twist in its tail.
There are other dubious recipients of prize
money but many more whose success is
well-deserved. This is not therefore a perfectly balanced show, but then how could

we expect othenrvise? We don't have to
look for 'death of painting' explanations to
see why. The formula has always been a
punishing one. Even if an artist makes it
through the uncertainties of the selection
process, their troubles are not yet over. No
painter likes to be represented by one single canvas, especially in a situation where
a blandly neutral context is the most that
can be hoped for. What the exhibition does
give us however is a tantalising glimpse of
a parallel universe of paint that still exists
out there, waiting to be shown in depth by
any curator with the courage to turn their
back on the guts and grunge of alternative
practice, blow the dust off the screw-driver
and get hanging.

(refer's landscapes is missing here. What
,ve have instead is a celebration of kitsch, a

Peter Mccanhy October 1999

Rolf plays on

Zoe Jelly

Zoe Jelley
The Dream Factory
Private Views are events which can be
.neasured independently of the art, occasionally both come together to create a
unique experience. This was one of those

nights. Rolf Harris,

a

friend

of

Zoe's,
stopped of on his way up North ( another

pressing engagement ) and gave us an
exciting display of his talents for the openng of the Dream Factory and Zoe' Jelley's

theatre and dance photographs.

Mark

Walker, Rolf's percussionist continued to
play and inspire new talent in drumming for
the rest of the evening which in itself was
a demonstration of excellent theatre.

One of the most difficult genre of photog'aphy is theatre and dance. Many aspire
cut few really succeed. You have only got

:o look in any local and even national

^ewspaper to see why. Zoe has been a

'theatrical' photographer since she started
taking pictures. Her own personal work is
full of event and stage management. Over
the years she has matured to be a real talent in this area of work. Do not underestimate the elitreme ditficulty of this are of picture making. There are but a few who can
communicate the excitement and thrill of
live performance which are not 'arranged'
for the camera. Zoe has an inventive mind
and a real feel for her performers who obviously trust her.

'Caftwheel Mesh'

Zoe Jelly

I would like see Zoe approach and deal
with more difficult theatrical assignments to
really test her skills which I am sure she will
succeed at as she has done so at the
Dream Factory.
Bill

Jackson 1999
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and Sponsors Column
Thanks Rolf
The editor wishes to give a big thank you
and well done to Roll Harris in donating the
illustration for this issues coverart - an
important millennium issue. Rolf is asked for

Warwickshire College School of Art and Design
Warwick New Road Leamington Spa CV32 SJE
Tel:01926 318000 Fax:01926 318111

lnvitation

his generous donations all the time and I am

very grateful to him and to Zoe Jelley for
making this last issue of 1999 a real special
one.

Thanks to all our contributors
The editor wishes to thank all those who
have written material for this issue. I hope
we have turned the corner for future contributors as I know David Phillips will be relieved
that he won't be relied upon to write most of
the copy. Also its good journalism to have a
wide variety of views and articles. This paper
belongs to the artistic community so we do
really need appreciate your etforts ( keep the
material flowing ) Because of the timing of
the issues (quarterly) it means that some
reviews are obviously not current but it does
reveal how many exhibitions and events
happen in the area. Just lately I seem to be
attending a private view every week of one
sort .

For those who have submitted articles which
have not been printed, they will be printed in
future issues, we just don't have the space.
- BUT please send stuff in.

Anybody can send material in but if you do
the ideal format is to email it to:
artspace @dircon.co.uk
or on disk in word, claris works, Macwrite or
text only files. Please do not send in hand

written documents. Typed and printed

School of Art and Design
Open Evening and Public Meeting
York Road Centre : The Old Library

Wednesday 19th January 2000
You are invited to contribute to the debate in the development of
the York Road Center. Brian Lamont Dean Faculty of Creative
Education will give a tour of the building including the Museum
and show plans for York Road and set in motion the discourse on
the "vision" for the School of Ar1 and Design.
A short presentation supported by tutors who will be available
to talk to individuals.

All artists, businesses and public servants are invited to attend.
For further information contact:
Karen Birch School of Art and Design.

if

that's all you have.
Thank you
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